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'Recruiting U

Campus Briefs

'

I

Recruiters representing the following
companica or agencies will viait tlJe Centexto interview candidates for ,positions;
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Coke Article

heterocyclic chemistry for the
next yea:r,
The grant is intended as a
contribution to the academic and
scientific work at UNM, Research
Corporation said.

A seven-page article by
VanDeren Coke, chairman of
UNM's department of a:rt, is
includ(d in the December issue of
"Modern Photography."
The article is illustrated by two
Your Own Thing
photographs by UNM students
who are candidates for master of
''Your Own Thi~g," a
fine arts degrees. They are Ha:rold rock-musical vers10n of
Jones and Cavaliere Ketchum.
S~akespeare's "Twelfth Night,"
The article, "Bibliography of wtll be at UNM s Popejoy Hall
Budget Picture Books " is a Nov. 8·9 at 8:15p.m.
critical listing of about 50
The play was the first
paperbacks published in 1968-69. off-Broadway musical to win the
"New York Drama Critics' Circle
Awa:rd as the be&t musical of the
season. It reached its 720th
Bahm's Book
performance Oct. 1 and has
drawn capacity crowds since its
A book by UNM philosophy openin~
Jan. 13, 1968.
professor Dr. Archie Bahm will be
recorded on magnetic tape for the
use of the blind.
Violinist
The 384-page book, ."The
Famed French violinist Robert
World's Living Religions," will be
recorded by Recording for the Soetens and pianist Mrs. Minka
Roustcheva will present a program
Blind, Inc.
An earlier book by Dr. Bahm, of French music and poetry Nov.
"Philosophy, an Introduction," 11 at 8:15p.m. in the Recital Hall
was also recorded for use by the at Popejoy Hall.
blind.
The program, which is free, will
include compositions by Cesar
Franck, Darious Milhaud, Maurice
, Ravel and Claude Debussy.

Papadopoulos

Dr,. E. P. Papadopoulos,
assoc1ate professor of chemistry at
UNM, has received a $4,000
research grant from the national
Research Corporation.
Dr. Papadopoulos, in his first
year on the UNM faculty, will use
the money for research in

Fulbright Grants
Competition for grants in
graduate study abroad offered by
the U.S. government under the
Fulbright · Hays Act will close in
December.
Approximately 500 grants will
be offered for 1970·71.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini·
mum ($1.40) Per time run. 1£ nd is to
run five or more consecutive daYS with
no changes the rate is reduced to 6c
Per word and the minimum number of
words to 10.

WHERE: Journalism Building, Room
159, afternoons preferably or mail.

Classified Advertising
UNM P.o. Ilox 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement.

I)

PERSONALS

4)

DO YOU BITE your nails 1 Would you
like to stop? A limited number of peo·
pie are being accepted in nn experiment
to stop nail biting. Under the auspices
of UNM Psychology Dept. Call Mr.
Stephen, 277·2103 for appointment. 11/6
SHOP for your Christmas gifts at the
SHIRE LEATHER SHOP, Pants, skirts
shirts, vesta. NE comer of Edith and
Candelaria. 11/4

FORSALE

BMW ISETTA. UO. Call 296-2418. 11/4
LIGHTBULBS on sale by Phi Delta Theta!
Will deliver •. Let the Phi Dells ]lght
your way. 243-0066.

69 MIRAGE nre now on sale for $5-rm.
205, Jcurnalism Bldg.

MARTIN 0·18 guitar with soft shell case,
excellent condition. $180. 277-5468. 11/6
1961 CHRYSLER NEWPORT. Great condition, air conditioning, 2 spkr~ radio.
344-3654 after 4 pm.

YEi\R-OLD registered
g1ve away. 344-8306.

Beacle bitch to

1965 Mustang, Excellent condition. Call
842-8565 after 7 p.m. 11/3

Sand and Sun in OLD TOWN is your
headquarters !or groovy Leather Pants
Fr!nge Jackets, Fringe Vests. and
Frnme Handbags. 243-7909.

FOR SALE: 1942, 45 Harley Davidson
with extended front end, custom seat,
bar and tank set up, Top end recently
!fOrked over. Needs a few very minor
JObs done. $218. Owner also is looking
for a Harley rigid frame for a 74.
Phone 277-5011 Grant after S p,m, Monday through Thursday a:nd Sunday afternoon.

DEADLINE for, inserting classified 3:30
p.m.-will go m next day's Lobo.

SENIOR-Be sure and have your class
picture taken lcr the Mirage. No charge
-three poses, three prints. Call 2776743 to schedule it at your convenience.
GUAYMAS-SAN CARLOS: Trip planned
by ALBUQUERQUE SCUBA DIVERS
during Christmas and semester breaks.
In~erested 1 Come to our next. meeting,
Fnday, November 7, 7 P.M., Hospitality
Room of First National Bank Building.
East, or call 842-9210. 11/7

2)

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: leather case with key on lawn
outside Sara Reynolds Hall, morning of
Oct. 28. 842-1359.
L<lST Wed. night in the university area:
blaok, female kitten With. olive green
eyes. about six months old. No collar.
Reward, 842-5418.
LOST: NOTEBOOK, MATH 265. Please
eall Dava Thomas, 242-6424. Reward

11/10

3)

•

SERVICES

TUTORING: French-conversation and
101·102. After 4 :30 and weekends
•
842·9698. 11/5
moNING-humane rates, pickup and d;.
livery. Bngworm a'nd Wn!lhcrwoman Ltd
247-8737. 11/6
•
TYPING SERVICE: theses, term papers
dissertations. Rea.eO"ttable rates. DoriS
J aekson 296-2648, 11/6
I;OVING Cll1LD . CAR"hl, day or night.
My homc-4909 Glendale Rr., NW. 242·
0439. 11/7

Physical Education
Franklin Henry, research
professor of Physical Education
from the University of California,
will speak on the relationship
between the academic discipline
of physical education and sports
. activities.
Professor Henry will speak in
the KIVA Thursday, Nov. 6 at
3:30 p.m. He is the author of
"Physiology of Work" and more
than 100 resea:rch publications.
fllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllfllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllln

CALLING U

Tuesday, November 4
·
Gates Rubber Ccmpany-ME (BS, MS),
ChE, Ohern, CBS)
R_. J. Reynolds Tobaceo Company-All
maJors
Chicago Bridge & Iron Company-ME,
E;E, CE, ChE (BS, MS, PhD)
Douglas United Nuclear, Inc.-ME, ChE,
NucE (BS, MS)
Mobil Oil Corperation-ChE, ME, CE,
EE (BS)
.
.
Kerr-McGee Corporation-Geology
State of Oklahoma Highway Department--CE (BS)
Haskins & Sells-Accounting
Social Security Administration-All majors
·

Hughes Tool Company-ME, CE, IE
(BS)
Ernst & Ernst-Accounting (BBA,
MBA)
Thursday, November 6

Texas

Instruments,

the
PR/Sffi

,:

OKIE'S

crysla~

:

~
!

brass

&

anything presented

woods.

In Historic
OldTown

to them.'

Pizza Slices 15¢
Central At University

Country Barn

Ma:rk Acuff
Lobo Editor 1961·62

Special

Frank McGuire
ASUNM President 1960·61

A group calling themselves the UNM
Committee of Concerned Alumni agreed
last night to encourage the committee
investigating the state's universities to work
toward "preserving the institutional and
political autonomy" of UNM.
The group, headed by former UNM
student body president Frank McGuire,
approved a statement saying, "We do not
feel that the legislature or any political
body is capable" of reviewing material
taught in the classroom.
The committee, McGuire said, was set
up last week "in response to recent attacks
on the University" growing out of the
controversy over the teaching to "Love
Lust Poem" in a freshman English class last
spring.
The controversy culminated in the
formation of the investigating committee.
Fine Record
McGuire said the general tone of the
group's statement, which will be presented
to the investigating committee this Friday,
is "conciliatory." "We have no intention of
questioning the objectives of the
committee" or the "need for the
investigation."

Every Tues. 9 AM-12 PM
Deep Fried

FISH SANDWICH

Only 25¢

Call 255·6364

Eat in our large dining room or take it home

2400 Central SE Across From Campus
We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242~7340

.TV Rentals
268-4689

they will accept

relablos1

Moving Is Our Only Business
For Free Estimates

Buck's

students are so gullible

''

anlic[ue sanlos

104 BEER

Color Available

"Most of us are aware of the very fine.
record the University has established" in
developing and preserving academic
freedom. "We want to see that freedom
preserved," McGuire said,
"We are not afraid that students are so
gullible they will accept anything presented
to them" without question. "We have a
fundamental faith in the students that they
can discriminate in what they hear," he
said.
''The function of a university should be
to teach students how to think, not what
to think."
The statement approved by the group
says the alumni will encourage the
legislature to recognize the role of a
university is to ''provide a climate and
atmosphere for the full discussion of
ideas." It adds the university should
maintain a strict political neutrality in the
presentation of those views.
"But the university must be preserved
to provide that forum," the statement says.
"Without a free university a free republic
cannot exist."
The group's statement urges the
legislature to recognize "the hallmark of a

USED 1969 BMW 2002. White with blue
interior. 18,000 miles; very good condition. Contact Gerhard Motors, 256·5549.
'66 PLYMOUTH FURY III, 383. Loaded.
New tires. $1260. 243-7168.
1967 Dodge Monaco, four door hardtop.
$1750. 243-0316. 11/7
200 USED TV's, all styles. Save today,
441 Wybming NE, 255·5987. 11/27
ROYAL STANDARD
TYPEWRITER
$GO,_ 620 Santa _Fe, SE, before noon:
Bruce Moffitt. 11/6
PERFECT GTO, 1968 auto, beautiful white
with white, new 6 ply Po)yglass. Must sell,
near wholesale, before Fri. 265-3585. Ext.
237. 11/6

. THIRTY-EIGHTH SEASON
Concert November 6-8:1.5 p.m.

1967 MUSTANG. 12,000 miles. Like new
298·3878. See anyt,ime. Mel Daniels. 11/10
1968 HONDA SCRAMBLER 126'-'-<!xcellent
cond. 2 helmets. $325, 243-0846. 11/10

6)

OENIS .!VI. d~ ~OTEAU
guest conductor
MARl TSUMURA, violinist
guest soloist

EMPLOYMENT

GIRL OR GUY to sew dcthes. Shire
Leather Shop. NE comer of Edith and
Candelaria on the patio. 11/6

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

STtiDENT DISCOUNTS. Playbcy, ft·••erlcan Astrology, Art News, .:; maior
magazines. See Amerien.n T"' dnk of Com..
meree in SUB for p•·-~criptions from
UNM student repr•.~nl:attves. 11/5

S~"dents and Faculty
Remember Marvin's

MARVIN'S CAR

WASH

1107 University Blvd. N.E.
Two Bays Automatic
Two Bays HCind Wand

FREE Car Wash
With Each Gas Fill Up

Finance
..

I

Cnm,--,miffee
Recommends
$2731/n
Allocations
~,...

Program

,

. ,.

'We are not afraid

/ealuring
/ine

Global.Pan Lines Agent
Ali Types Moving&: Storage

$1.00 a day
Free Pick Up And Service
No Depooit
Lower Monthlv Rate

No.37

•

JA dislinclive shop
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RENT-A-TV

Wednesday, November 5, 1969

2041 S. Plaza

Every Wed. 5-6 PM

Tuesday, Nov. 4
A WS Constitutional Revision Committee; Unjon, Room 230; 3.:30 p.m.
Speakern Committee; Union, Room 231..
A: 3:30 p.m.
A.A.U.P.; Union, Room 231-D: 4 p.m.
Presbyterian Church; Union, Ilallroom:
6:30 p.m.
S.E.A.; Union; Room 250-B; 7 p.m.
Senate Finnnce Conunittec; Uniom 7 :30
p.m.
Vigilantes; Union; Room 231-E; 7:45
p.m.
Alumni Association; Unicm: Room 253;
8 p.m.
D'Nai Il'Rith Hillel; Union: Room 129: 8
p.m.
Nursing Students; Union, Room 231·D:
Sp.m.
Fellowship of Christian Athletes; Union:
Room 250D-E; 9 p.m.
SDS Seminnr, .. Introduction to Marxism'"; Union, Room to be announced: 7
p.m.
Poetry .reading; Kiva: 8 p.m.

Vol. 73

Incorporated-IE,

EE, ME, ChE, Metallurgical .E. (BS, MS,
PhD)
Atlu.ntic Richfield, Lou Angeles Division
-ChE, ME, EE (BS, MS)

Wednesday, November 6
McDonnell Douglas Corporation, Doug.
las Aircraft Company-ChE, CE, Computer Sci. EE. Engr. Mcchnnies, Gen.E,
lnd.E., Mfg.E., Math, ME, Metallurgical
E, Physica
Chicago Ilridge & Iron Company-ME,
EE, CE, ChE (BS, MS, PhD)
Texas Instruments Incorporated-IE.
EE, ME, ChE, Metallurgical E. (BS, MS,
PhD)
Haskins & Sells-Accounting
Burroughs Corporation-Business Ad·
ministration. Accounting
State Highwny Commission of Kans88CE (BS, MS)

APACA INC.
MOVING & STORAGE

FOR RENT

FURN. APT. VARSITY HOUSE. 141 Columbia SE. 1-bdrm. Twin beds, $130, 842·
9076.11/10

5)

Fulbright - Hays grants will be
'available to many countries
including: Argentina Australia
.
'
'
A ust ~1a,
Belgium - Luxembourg,
Brazil, Ceylon, Chile, Colombia,
Ecuador, Germany, India, Japan,
Peru, Sweden, Thailand, the
United Kingdom and others.
Additional information can be
obtained from .the campus
Fulbright Program Advisor at
1717 Roma N.E. The deadline for
submission of application forms
to the advisor is November 15.

5

Symphony Espagnol-Lalo
Nocturnes-Debussy
Symphony # 4-Dvorak

RemainingTickets-$5.00, $4.00, $3.50, $3.00,$2.50
UNM Students-~ Price

Tel.-242-7182
.

......

.J

university that is doing its job is
controversy." It adds if there is no
controversy then the university is probably
not "healthy."
Malry Standing Alone
"It makes no sense to bring together the
best minds and then tell them they a:re
political non-entities," the statement says,
"and that they cannot engage in the free
expression and discussion of different
viewpoints."
"We believe the committee should
reiterate the purpose of a university is to
provide a forum."
McGuire said the prima:ry purpose of
the group was to try to influence the
majority of the investigating committee to
soften the tone of their report to the full
legislature. He added many of the
legislators support UNM but that they need
expressions of public sentiment and
support.
He said the committee was already
"pretty well split" along lines of a majority
and a one-man minority report. "But you
can't leave a man like (Representative)
Lenton Malry standing alone and then
expect others to support the university."

Assistant intramural and recreation
director Dr. David Hunt answered
questions last night on the use made of
ASUNM funds in the program before
the Senate Finance Committee.
In other action, the committee gave
do pass recommendations to a $930
allocation for the Engineers Joint
Council, $500 to support the four
member UNM parachute team, $500 to
Lhe UNM cheerleading squad, and $801
to support thymen's ski team for a total
of $2731..
The committee
recommended zero allocations to Sandia
Grotto spelunker's club, and the UNM
international folk dance club.
Senate had frozen its $15,000
allocation made last spring to the
intramural program until an
"acceptable" budget" was received
from the program.
"I went over there many times last
semester and I didn't get anything.
There was definitely a case of
misadministration last year," said
Senator Doug McCurdy, committee
member.
''The intramural and recreation
Assistant Director Marvin Heffington,
turned pay requisitions and purchase
requisitions that were undoubtedly
padded. He went over the director's
head in signing inordinately large
requisitions, and authorized pay figures
for game officials which were absurd,"
said Hunt.
·
Hunt gave a breakdown on
expenditures for officiating during this
intramural football season, and

Albuquerque attorney Dan McKinnon
lll urged the group to include in their
statement a comment questioning the
legitimacy of the legislative committee.
Good Guys
Former legislator Mel Eaves and former
Lobo editor Mark Acuff, however, argued
such a statement would be "useless."
Eaves said it would be "fruitless to
question the committee's powers since the
legislature has the authority to investigate
just about anything they please."
...
McGuire added the committee was "a
fact of life. What we should concern
ourselves with at this time is the very
fundamental lines involved in the
investigation, chief of which is university
autonomy and academic freedom.
"Whether you a:re for or against the
poem, a good guy or a bad guy, is
irrelevant."
McGuire said when he called the
secretary of the investigating committee to
get time before the committee he was
asked whether the group members were
"good guys or bad guys. Of course we are
good guys," he said.

proposed expenditures for basketball for the engineering student to get
and the other winter intramural sports. involved outside their classes," said
ASUNM funds are one-third of the Senator John MacGuffin, committee
total $46,000 of the intramural and member.
recreation budget. Finance Committee
The committee approved $500, to be
members requested close accounting used for uniforms, ·money for morale
and line i.temizations of actual boosters or the winter and spring sport
expenditures from student government teams, and expenses for four
funds.
out-of-state trips with the basketball
"The program director will handle all team for the cheerleading squad.
the budget himself. The department
Bill No. 33, the proposal for an SDS
chairman buys equipment under a sponsored textbook co-operative, left
sophisticated system of requests," said the committee with no recommendation
Hunt.
and will be discussed on the floor of the
The committee voted two for, one Senate tontigh.t.
against, and one abstention to consider
acceptable to Senate a copy of the
intramurnl and recreation budget'
submitted to UNM's financial office.
The money allocated to the ski team,
$800, was met with matching funds
from ski a:rea operators in the state, and
will be used for the team's
transportation, entry fees, and,expenses
on five planned competition trips.
"We needed the money before next
year when we become a varsity sport,"
said George Burkes, ski club member· in
tequesting the money.
The Engineer's Joint Council, (EJC)
a co-ordinating body for the four :
engineering branch associations, listed '
the bulk of their request to be used for. '
engineering open house.
.
"Open house is important in prestige '
to UNM, and to get students involved in I"
the engineering program," said an EJC
spokesman.
"The EJC program offers incentive
David Hunt

'
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GRANT HARVEY

Editor

Managing Editor

Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202

Say That
Again

The Lobo Ia soliciting information from
its· renders on any type of fa'Jse or mis, ..
ief\ding advertising- or me~ch_a,ndising !n
the Albuquerque area. Any d1ahonesty 1n
the above endeavors that The Lobo can
check out and auhstantiate will be re·
ported in this column. Add1•ess any jn..
formatidli of this nnture to the l\lannging
Editor, Lobo, Journalism Building, In·
t!lude your name and phone number with
this information.

By HIRAM SHAW
The Debt Cycle
One of the most frightening things about credit buying is
when you realize that you are over your head in debt-that
you can't buy needed groceries-that you can't make the
next payment-and brother-you're hooked. Surprisingly,
many middle- or up~er-income families face this dilemma. It
is clear (especially to the national credit card people) that
of
access
to
higher
education,
the
spending increases at a more rapid rate than incomes-so do
The Committee on Rights and
Rksponsibilities of Students and Faculty, a student-faculty relationship in the divorce rates.
In actuality, reputable merchants want you to be: able to
body formed last spring, met yesterday for classroom, student records, student affairs,
of
students,
and·
off-campus
freedom
make payments each month and are, therefore, stiffer (at
the first time since its creation.
Student members of the committee were procedural standards in disciplinary least for the initial check) than less-reputable businessmen.
They know that they help to run your credit rating and they
appointed by ASUNM President Ron Curry proceedings.
and faculty members were appointed by
Bill Pickens, a member of the judicial may also lose you as a customer-besides attaching wages,
Marion Cottrell, the chairman of the Faculty review committee, the constitutional mail notices, and collection agencies are messy, impolite and
Policy, about the same time ASUNM revision committee, and the new committee, expensive.
Another type of merchant, however, thrives on your inconstitutional revision committee was born. said after yesterday's me~ting, "The ironic
Although there appears to be good, thing about all this is that students have ability to make payments. This, .again, is why the poor and
progressive representation on the committee, previously covered all this ground and have the young are ideal targets. Here's how it works: A customer
it appeared yesterday that the committee made concrete suggestions." .
has been turned down by a reputable merchant and visits the
was on its way towards duplicating the
unscrupulous store advertising "easy credit, easy terms, no
Pickens
added,
"As
the
crises
ru:ise,
all
efforts of the constitutional revision and
money down, take months to pay!" He is sold a piece of merthese
proposals
dealing
with
jurisdiction
of
judicial review committees.
chandise guaranteed to self-destruct one month after payCommittee members agreed to faculty and students will come up."
ments begin. The price is a little high, but after all, $13.00
We hope the new committee will provide per month for 60 months isn't bad for a refrigerator. The
concentrate their work on studying specific
a
meeting
ground for students and faculty customer makes it home with his new icebox only to discover
portions of the American Association of
University Professors (AAUP) Joint on the question of setting up clear lines of that it doesn't work! Unfortunately, the store didn't issue a
Statement .on Rights and Freedoms of faculty and student jurisdiction, but we are guarantee and won't take back used merchandise.
afraid it is just another addition to the
Students (1966) as they pertain to
Now, the customer may not pay out of indignation or just
already cumbersome list of purposeless plain lack of money. He may lose the refrigerator and be
governmental procedures at UNM.
The Joint Statement deals with freedom
committees.
charged the difference. Or, since it's not worth re-possesing
anyway, he may simply be garnished.
'OK, Come Clean! Is This Thing Yours Or Isn't It?'
Baby, that word has wreaked more havoc than the bombGARNISHMENT. The term applies to the condition of having deductions in part or whole in one's paycheck for failure
to make a payment on a loan. The more impatient merchants
have been known to garnish checks if the payment is one day
overdue.
After all of this process, your credit rating stinks. Your
friendly unscrupulous merchant, has a new client, and you
have entered the happy debt cycle. (And if your payment
patterns or financial status should improve, don't count on
your neighborhood credit clothier for a testament to the
credit bureau).
The Credit Bureau
When you apply for credit at your friendly appliance store
or neighborhood loan company, they don't write all the way
to Chicago to see if you keep paying your gasoline, rent-a-car,
or airline bills, rather, most large cities maintain one or more
"credit bureaus"-listed in the Yellow Pages as "credit reporting agencies". The special function of these organizations
is to provide, for a small fee, accurate, speedy information
about the potential debtor. A word of caution-never, never,
call these companies and ask to see your own record ! This is
verboten. The main reason for this is that the buyer would
just cause too much pain for the merchants, attempting to
rationalize their credit files. (It also violates confidentiality!)
Credit bureaus can also hook into national credit information
1 links-Don't think that you can run out on your lease in
Denver and not answer fo rit in Cleveland!
Two things happen-· either a fellow makes every payment
on time-right or wrong-or he refuses to make the payment,
the computer says it is due (even though he is in fact, "paid
up'') and suffers a bad mark in his files-which, of cout•se,
only the credit bureau knows.
Vol. 73, No. 37
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Editorial

A Duplication of Effort

Lobo Merit Badge

••

Not enough to promise a lifetime of security and expect you to buy it. ~ot enough
to spoonfeed you our ideas and savor none of yours. Not enough to htre you and
simply let you play it safe. An interview with us is straight talk.

@ Mountain Bell

TUTOl
101-1
842-9

Edito1·:
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liver}

-

247-8

T YPIN
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Jack!.

Some Future!

LOVIN
My b
0439.

The Lobo Merit Badge this week goes to the
UNM physical plant for its continued efforts in
keeping the campus clean as the state legislators'
minds. Pictured above is a three·day accumulation
of garbage from the UNM printing plant on Friday.
Countless kiddies were tricked that night when they
~ole four of the bags and ran off home with them
to eat all the trick • or • treat candy. That left 432
bags.

I

l'

WAYNE CJDDIO

Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106

Va,'

m

LOBO

The New Mexico Lobo is published
daily every regular week of the l,lniversity year by the Board of Student Pub·
lications of the Associated Students of
the University of New Mexico, and is not
financially associqted with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
closo postage paid at Alb•lquerque, New
Mexico, 87106. Subseriptlo11 rate is $7
for the academic year.
The opinions expressB<I on the editorial
pages of Tho Lobo are those of the
author solely, Unsigned opinion is that
of the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing neceS50rily represents the views
of the Associated Students or of the Uni·
versity of New Mexico,
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The City of' Albuquerque used to pick up this
trash for a small fee each month, but when the
physical plant bought a garbage truck, UNM insist.ed
on picking up the same trash at a much higher rate
(to help. defray costs of the truck). The only
problem is that service is now so rotten the garbage
finds its way all over campus before the lethargic
garbage men get to the pickup spot. Something
stinks.

To the Editor:
We seem to be fast approaching
the time when today's two most
dreaded words will paradoxically
be communism AND capitalism.
·As one examines the last vestiges
of today's dying ideologies, he
must ponder the following
question: Isn't it really just as
cruel to be a number in the crowd
imposed by communistic
governments as can be the
dehumanizing forces of cybernetic
and bureaucratic capitalism? To
illustrate what's in store for us,
O.Z. Wh'ite, in his book,
"Changing Society", cited the
following British employment

Lettero ate wolcom<>, and fthould
b<> no longer thllll 250 words t,yp.,..
written, double lli>ncod. Name, tel.,.

phone number and add=s mu•t be

Included, although name will be
withheld upon reQ.UI!!!t.

order: "Please send us five bodies
to fill the following positions .... "
(p. 50). Is it this trend which has
presupposed our current state of
wholesale nihilism and sent many
among today's "now generation"
to pass their time in aescetic
euphorism?
While watching the recent
Nixon address concerning the
Vietnam War, I couldn't help but
wonder how the speaker kept
from choking on the vomit of his
own national pride. Next week an
American draft employment order
will probably read: "Please send
us ninety bodies to fill the
f91lowing positions.. ,,"
Karl Schiltz

Interviewing all majors at

Universiiy of New Mexico
Nov. 17, 1969

Mountain Bell
Bell Telephone Laboratories
American Telephone & Telegraph Company
Sandia Corporation
The Westecn Electric Cor:npany

SIGN UP TODAY.
CALL YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE
FOR TIME AND LOCATION.

.
.
. f th s· II System guarantee that all applicants will be considered lor employment without regard to race. creed. color, sex. age. or national
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the UNM campus taking
individualized physical training.
UNM specialists work with them
under the direction of Dr. Frank
Papscy, director of Therapeutic
Programs.
The program also provides
training for professionals. in the
Vocational Rehabilitation
Division,

r

~

I
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UNM is helping 150 New
Mexico high sc':,.,ol students
improve their phy~ical skills and
increase their chan.:es of finding
gainful employment.
Under a new contract between
the University and the State
Division of Vocational
Rehabilitation these New
Mexicans spend a day a week at
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All your sharing, all your
special memories have
grown into a precious and
enduring love. Happily, these
cherished moments will be
forever symbolized by your
diamond engagement ring.
If the name, Keepsake is in
the ring and on the tag, you
are assured of fine quality
and lasting satisfaction. The
engagement diamond is
flawless, of superb color, and
precise modern cut. Your
Keepsake Jeweler has a
choice selection of many
lovely styles. He's listed in
the yellow pages under
"Jewelers."
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· The plan is only one of several
programs at UNM designed to
help persons who have disabilities.
Other classes aid regular UNM
students who previously have
been unable to take physical
education classes. The course
offers specialized training and the
students get ac&demic credit for
it.
In addition, the university has
a Saturday morning program for
Albuquerque area residents from
13 months to 55 years. Mentally
handicapped students get motor
skill training and their normal
brothers and sisters receive
physcological counseling from Dr.
Sidney Rosenblum, a member of
the UNM Psychology Department.
Other services of the
Therapeutic Programs department
inclu<le an experimental
playground to determine what
kinds of equipment attract the
mentally and physically retarded
child; training corrective
therapists for the Veteran's
Administration; pre-physical
therapy classes for undergraduates
planning to go into this field; and
a unique course taught by athletic
trainer Tow Diehm to turn out
qualified athletic trainers.
Working with Papscy are
several members of the UNM
faculty and graduate students
with specialized background.
The pilot program runs
through June of next year and Dr.
Papscy has high hopes for its
success.
"What we try to do," Papscy
explained, "is find out how
handicapped our charges are,
develop a program designed to
improve their physical skills, and
then administer the program.
"Ultimately, of course, we
hope to make them employable,
If this program is successful, UNM
could have an even more
diversified offering in this
important area over the next
couple of years."

Compiled From UPI Wires
President Nixon received what
he considered a dramatic
demonstration of support for his
Vietnam policy in the form of
thousands of telegrams from the .
"silent rnajor,ity."
Sitting at his desk behind
stacks of telegrams, Nixon said
yesterday public support of his
Vietnam policy could do more to
end the war than the most skilled
diplomat or diplomatic strategy.

'Your Own Thing'

I

"Your Own Thing," the
award-winning musical based on
Shakespeare's "Twelfth Night,"
will play Nov. 8·9 in Popejoy Hall.

NSA, TWA Arrange
Special Plane Fares
The National Student
Association (NSA) has made
arrangements with TWA to
provide group rates for UNM
students during the Christmas
recess.
John Marton, NSA campus
coordinator, said the following

Fried Chicken Special
Wed. & Thur. 9 A.M. to 12 P.M.

2 Pieces of Crisp Plump Chicken
Golden Brown French Fries & Toast

ONLY

59(

2400 Central SE Across From Campus

RINGS

We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340

FOUNi
outsi.
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Rece1ves Thousands of Telegrams From 'Silent Majority'

Eat in our large dining room or take it home
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arrangements have been made
concerning two group flights, to
Los Angeles and Chicago:
The Los Angeles flight, 187,
will leave Albuquerque on Dec. 19
at 7:40 p.m., and will arrive in
Los Angeles at 8:35 p.m. Flight
272 will leave Los Angeles Jan. 4
at 7:45 p.m. and arrive in
Albuquerque at 10:19 p.m. Total
cost for the round trip, reserved
seat flight, tax included is $77.70.
The Chicago flight, 292, will
leave the Sunport Dec. 19 at 5:30
p.m. and arrive in Chicago at 8:56
p.m. The return flight from
Chicago, leaving Jan. 4 at 7:40
p.m. will arrive here at 9:29 p.m.
Total cost of the rout1d trip
reserved seat flight, tax included,
is $117.60
Requirements for the group
rate and privileges are: 1) At least
30 students must sign up for each
flight; 2) deposit of one·third to
one-half of the fare must be in by
Nov. 10; 3) Payment in full must
be in by Nov. 24.
"I would urge all students
interested in these flights to tum
in their name, address, and
telephone number to me as soon
as possible," said Marton. If more
than 30 students sign up, we will
take the first 30 and will attempt
to arrange another group, but the
prospects of securing more space
looks poor, he said.
Marton said he also hopes to
secure a New York flight.

Obvious Emotion
With obvious emotion, he
swept his arm across the pile of
messages. "This can be most
effective in bringing the war to an
end," he said, referring to his
belief that the will of the
American people for pesce with
honor would prevail. ''It's very
important in our quest for peace
to realize the country is behind
you."
In his 33-minute speech
broadcast nationally Monday
evening, Nixon asked the "great
silent majority of my fellow
Americans" to support his policy
of staying in Vietnam until South
Vietnam can carry on the war
without the aid of U.S. troops.
Referring to the tele&ra.'!'.s c!
support, he said "about 50
percent used the term 'silent
Americans.' "
White House Press Secretary
Ronald Ziegler said Western
Union told him all 22 private
circuits and eight commercial
circuits to the White House were
"totally jammed" as of Tuesday
afternoon, with telegrams arriving
at the rate of 2200 an hour. One,
from Colorado, was over 900 feet
long, containing more than
20,000 signatures.
"On Right Track"
"At least these (people) think
we are on the right track," Nixon
said, placing his hand on the pile
of telegrams. When asked if he
received any telegrams opposing
his policy, he held up one
three-inch stack and said, "These
(people) think we ought to get
out now."
White House aides displayed
some typical telegrams, Some of
them read:
-"As a parent who received
one of the letters on the loss of
their son in Vietnam, may I
congratulate you on your speech
to the silent majority."
--"Damn the Fulbrights. Full
speed ahead."
-"Your plan is our plan. Never
surrender our American heritage.
The silent majority."
-"I am for you. No longer
silent."
Bipartisan Support
A bipartisan resolution of
support for the President was
being backed by 50 Congressional
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The New Mobilization
Committee to End the War in
Vietnam is sponsoring a Nov.
13·15 march on Washington. "I
think in a sense the speech is a
clear impetus to our efforts to
bring large numbers of people to
Washington," said Ted Johnson, a
leader of the group. Rennie Davis,
an anti-war organizer and one of
the Chicago Eight now standing
trial, said, "Our answer will be
half a million people in
Washington demanding immediate
and total withdrawal." Dave
Hawk, one of the organizers of
the Oct. 15 Vietnam Moratorium
Day, said he anticipated a
reaction of dismay from the
people who took part in it and a
recognition of the need to
"continue and intensify their
efforts."

9801 Candalaria NE 296-5571
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PRESENT IN PERSON

with

BOBBY SHERMAN
(SINGER OF HIT "LITTLE WOMAN")
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And The

DOME FALLS

A beautiful 6}12 oz. fall with a
built in dome ·for that extra
height you might need. This fall
is very thick and must be seF.!n
to be appreciated.
HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING

I
I

Please send new 20 P~ge booklet, ''How To Pion Your Engagement ond Wedding"
and new 12 page, full color folder, bolh for only 25c. Also, how con I obtain
!he be~uliful 44 pog~ Bride'! K~ep!oke Dook bl h~lf price?
f-69

,100%

Human Hair

$2500
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Andr/s Segovia, far and
away the master of the
classical guitar. "The1
Unique Art of Andres
Segovia" offers a new
pt:ogram of wide-ranging
selections. A magnificent
treat.
INCREOIBLE. NEW
EXCITEMENT ON

City------·--------- Co.------~
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STEWARDESS

EPARATORY COURSE
NEW AT FLAIR
St mulating • Adventurous
Glamorous
FLAIR CAREER COLLEGE

TRADITION ...

LAUGH IN'S

FREE WIG SETTING LOTION
FREE WIG CONDITIONI:R
FREE WIG CLEANER
WITH PURCHASE
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Releases Statement
A spokesman for the Viet Cong
delegation at the Paris talks
released a statement which said
tne speech "contained nothing
new." He only repeated the
eight-point plan which he
advanced in May, and the terms
remain unacceptable. The Viet
Cong and North Vietnam
delegations jointly denounced the
Nixon speech as a maneuver
designed to prolong the war.
An American delegation
spokesman expressed hope they
would take time to study the text
because "there's a lot in it for
them."
One thing for sure; The speech
spurred on organizers of next
week's renewed war protest.

Bobby Sherman

s9 COUPON

3)

exception of South Vietnamese
President Nguyen Van Thieu. He
called it "one of the most
important and greatest addresses
of a President of the United
States," and said he and President
Nixon "completely agreed" upon
the policy.

The ASUNM Popular Entertainment Committee & Alumni Association

SPECIAL SAVING·S

can

members of each party. But not
all reactions to the speech were
favorable,
Sen. J. William Fulbright said
he was disappointed over the
President's speech, and declared
he and other Senate war critics
would take their case to the silent
majority who supports his policy,
Fulbright, chairman of the
Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, said the appeal would
be made through a new series of
"educational" Vietnam hearings
by his committee. He did not
indicate a possible starting date,
but announced Secretary of State
William P. Rogers and Defense
Secretary Melvin R. Laird would
be called to testify.
Even in advance of Fulbright's
announcement, it was obvious the
self-imposed three-week
moratorium on Vietnam criticism
was over.
Senators Edward Kennedy and
Albert Gore were also among the
most vehement critics of Nixon's
Monday night speech. They
expressed their disappointment
that he offered no new hope for
an early U.S. withdrawal, and said
his policy was the same as former
President Lyndon J3. Johnson's.
Th<!y claimed Nixon had no real
plati v• timetable to end the war.
The President's speech aroused
little enthusiasm among foreign
friends and foes of the United
States, with the possible

OECCA RECOROS

ANO TAPES.

NITTY GRITTY DIRT BAND

.for Homecoming Internationale '69

Saturday, November 15, 8:15 p.m.
at Uni~ersity Arena
Tickets on sale at Popejoy Hall
Students (with ID) -$3, $4, & $5
General Admission-$4, $5, & $6
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The "peaceful, cultural side of
Israel" was the topic of a speech
by Yaacov Orland, Israeli poet
and playwright, last night in the
Union.
Orland stressed the major
cultural de1relopment in. Israel has
taken place in the last 37 years.
He said much of the best
literature in the world has been
translated into Hebrew, including
works by English, American,
French, German, Irish, and
Russian authors.
Plays are also being written by

Israeli authors and performed in
Israel's 34 theaters, Orland said.
All the cultural developments
were accomplished "out of a
feeling of cultural need by a
re·bvrn people. The Jewish have
become more cosmopolitan
because of the absorption of so
many cultures," he said.
Orland 'said that in casualty
lists of Israelis killed or wounded
in Middle East fighting, both
names and pictures are giv;en.
"The feeling, the grasp of
death, has become second nature
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Spaghetti, Macaroni & Linguine
)
with meat surce
Reg. $1.00/Large $\.~5
Mostaccioli with
meat sauce
Reg. $1.10/Large $1.50
Meat Balls (2)
$ .50
G nerous
Sausage
$ . SO
e
Cheese Pizza 12"
$1.25
SandwicheS
Sausage Pizza 12"
$1.50
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THIS CAN GET YOUR

HEAD TOGETHER

Greasy Riding

\

P'~inter

This wrought iron scooter
dripped its way into a speech class
Tuesday for use as a visual (not
aud~o) aid.

. ' ...

Can, pus
Briefs

PE Discussion

Hall

Physical education and its
relationships with sports and
other activities will be the topic of
a public lecture Thursday at 3:30
p.m. in the Kiva.
The speaker will be Dr.
Franklin Henry, a faculty member
at the University of California,
Berkeley.
The UNM Physical Education
Major and Minor Club is the
sponsor.

Democrats

THIRTY-EIGHTH SEASON
Concert November 6-8:15 p.m.
DENIS M.de COTEAU
guest conductor
MARl TSUMURA, violinist
guest soloist

RemainingTickets-$5.00, $4.00, $3.50, $3.00, $2.50
Students-~

Tel.-242-7182'

LAMBDA CHI 53, AEP 37
Haftime: Lambda Chi 38 AEP
28
'
Scoring Leaders: LXA · Willie
Silva 20, Andy Beirne 14,
Ron Trammell 10. AEP Chuck Bernadettet 15.

quotes of

the week
Minnesota Coach Murray
Warmath on his team's 34-7 loss
to No. one ranked Ohio State:
"We should have beat them. We
gave them gifts that took away
our chances, I sure think Ohio
State can be beaten, and it's still
too early to start celebrating any
championships in the Big Ten."
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it Large
Luneb at OKIE'S
Large Pizza • Large Piteher ol Beer !
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Wcdnc.;day, Nov. G
Homceomln~ Elections t'i>mmittce; Union
Gallery; 8 a.m.
Student Government Elections: Union,
N. llollroom Lounge; 8 a.m.
New Mexico Board of Public Account;.
ancy: Union, Room 250 A-E; 8 n.m.
Model Cities; Union; 12 noon.
Modem Languages and Political Science:
Union, Room 230, 12 noon.
AWS Judicial lloanl; Union, Room 230;
G:30 p.m.
Delta Sigma PI pledges; Union, ltoom
231•A; 7 p.m.
Dept. o£ Continuing Education; Union,
N. Ballroom: 7 p.m.
Student Senate: Union, Room 140; 7 p.m.
Gcnnnn Club: Union Theater: 7 p.m.
NcwMo1<ico Mountaineering Club; Union,
Room Z31-E; 7 :30 p.m.
Alpha Knppa P•l: Union, Room 231·D:
7:30 p.m.
Doltn Sigma Pi; Uni011, Room 230; 8
p.m.
Young RepublicaM Club: Union, Room
231·1!: 8 p.m.
·
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HAIR DESIGN FOR MEN

The football star had delighted the big afternoon crowd
with his clever play and had topped the day's action by
scoring the winning touchdown for his alma mater. Now it
was evening and the hero was having his richly-earned reward.
He was spending the evening with the prettiest girl on the
campus. They were out under the moon and the hero, his
head resting on the bosom of his beloved, began to wax
poetic.
"Darling," he babbled happily, "as I lie here I can say
truthfully that I am contented for the second time in my
life."
"And when was the first time?" asked the pretty co-ed
with a dreamy sigh.
"This afternoon," replied our hero. "When I also lay
between the two goal posts."

Sports

Foreign Car
Specialists

Briefs

Repair & Maintenance
On All Foreign Cars

Ron Mix on why he chose the
then Los Angeles Chargers of the
AFL over the established
Baltimore Colts: "My reasons for
going with the Chargers were
financial. I had only planned to
play two years, so it didn't matter
to me if the entire league folded."

Over 100 yrs. Combined
Experience

cheerleading squad. She'll be here
Saturday afternoon at 1:30 when
her team takes on the Lobos.

We Do Not Use Nets, laquers, Sprays,
Heat Jellies, Or Sissy Put Ons.
.. , . So When Your Thro11gh Playing
Games Call For An Appoimment.
255-0166

Free Estimates
265-5901
333 Wyoming N.E.

.FOR COLLEGE
STUDENTS
.
. . ONLY

·50% SAVING .
'

· READER'S DIG·EST. ·

Symphony Espagnol-La lo
Nocturnes-Debussy
Symphony# 4-Dvorak

UNM

The Young Democrats on
campus Monday elected Amado
E. Mares president and Reuben
Lopez vice president. Named
secretary was Arturo Gandara.
Next meeting of the group is
tentatively scheduled for the first
week after mid·terrns.
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Program

ALPHA 'l'AU OMEGA 30, PIKES 27
Balftime: ATO 16, Pikes 11
Scoring Leaders: ATO• · Dave
Zuber 10, Denny Wiseman
8, George Ruth 6. Pikes .
Pat Kil ~0, Jim Haaland 6,
Corky Vmcent 6.

6:45
Court 1 - Pi :Kappa Alpha vs.
Law School (2)
Court 2 ·Navy vs. Law School (3)
Court 3 · Pueblo vs. Tewa

The Natural Hair Grooming Concept

• • •

Honored

Harvard Club

Popejoy

At the end of the month, the Lo·bo will publish an 8-page
b~ketball suppl,ement to its regulru: edition. The supplement
will be, more ,or. le,ss, a preseason outlook on· the WAC
1 l""ne' ' · ' · · ·· ··' ,, ·
· //
_. '
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NthouW;t we haven't-tat~~ to all. t~e W:AC coa~lies yet,
we v~ :already drawn a few mteresting remarks from some of
thent not the le¥t pf w!,tich are ,those of Don Haskins down
at.UTEP.LI ~~-- 1 : ( (···, \ ' ·. ) ; /
'·-.,,
=-·>
: "I'~. picking NeWMexio6"' t6]wiil:_it\t~tiQ:~th~ (\\1;J!_Q)• said.
the M1ner mentor from his El Paso office last week. "You
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"~at won't hurt you any," replied H~fu. ''(Willie)
Lo?g IS one of the best big men in the league and I think
losmg (Stretch) Howard is going to help New Mexico."
"And you all have John Somogyi;" added Haskins. "Why
he's one of the best players in the country.'' Haskins
wouldn't mention UNM's other point man, Petie Gibson. It
mi~ht be remembered, though, that Petie, as a high school
semor, was pressured by Haskins into signing a letter - of .
intent to attend the El Paso school. Petie, later, of course,
had second thoughts and headed for UNM.
0. J. Simpson, on hearing that his high school alma mater
courtesy
in San Francisco was renaming its football field for him: "I
TRACI ANDERSON, Miss
figured they'd name the dean's office after me instead, since Cheerleader USA, is a 21-year old
senior at Arizona State University
that's where I used to spend most of my time."
where she is a member of the

Mrs. Charlotte L. Piper,
Dr. Ferrel Heady, president of
assistant
professor and
UNM, will address the annual
coordinator
of
women's programs
meeting of the Harvard Club of
New Mexico, speaking on in the department of health,
physical education and recreation
"Universities in Crisis."
The dinner meeting is at UNM was one of three
scheduled for 6:30p.m. Nov. 8 in recipients of honor awards for
the Sun Room of the Sunport, outstanding service to the New
club President George P. Springer Mexico Association for Health,
Physical Education and
said.
Election of new officers also is Recreation.
Mrs. Piper has been active in
on the program. In addition to
Springer, current officers are the state association and has
Victor Ortega, vice president; served as secretary, vice president
Fred Phillip, secretary; Hale of the student section and vice
Knight, treasurer, and George president-elect of the recreation
division.
Wright, scholarship chairman.
The Harvard' Club has !~:~~:l:n::~;::!;:Jn:::a:Ji!TI!~!tl:nnr.a:n;J:u:~:::;t:r.:itEJl:itl:;e~::!:E!D:::JIDH
approximately 380 members in
the state.

Lead your own life.
Enjoy it.
Don't let life let you down
because of a silly headache. Happiness is as far
awayasanAnacinl')bottle.
Anacin is twice as strong
in the specific pain reliever doctors recommend most as the other
well known extra strength
tablet.
Anacin may not bend
your mind, but it sure will
get your head together.
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Counselor Always on Duty
2106 Central S.E.
247-(]836

Open 11 til 7 Monday Daily-Saturday 11 til 6

I

Scoring Leaders: SAE - Bob
Faford 34, Bruce Nesbit 16,
Danny McLean 14, Ted
Dlzoif 11.

Tomorrow's Sc~edule

I : L

Coin-op Dry.C:Ieaning
and laundry
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CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING
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SAE 86, KAPPA SIGMA 25
Halftime: SAE 30, Kappa Sigs

By CHARLES WOOD
Lobo Sports. Editor

to the younger generation in
Israel," he stated, adding that a
young person who knows he is
going to serve in the armed
services in Israel "develops a sixth
sense, a feeling of that which is
beyond life."
He said he did not believe the
war in the Middle East could have
continued so long if both sides
had not been backed by greater
powers.
"Many people think we hate
the Arabs. We don't hate the
Arabs and I'm sure they don't
hate us," Orland said.

-~ ~-~

1-M Basketball Scores

fortune

A thought for the day: British
Writer Samuel Butler said, "To
live is like Jove, all reason is
against it, and all healthy instinct
for it,"
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Price

.·. ·., LESS THAN 17( ACOPY·
'

'

'

Order Cards located in college bookstore.
Send no money. Mail your card today.

'

For lots of reasons: It
creates light-hearted con~
versation, decorates dull
places and makes other
people envious. They'll
wish they had one.
What more could you ask
of a lamp?
Maybe the price? Just ten
dollars. Not bad for a light
of you~ life.

I want to be first on my block to own-.~~ . ··--~-_ __
of your lamps.
<Ouantity)
Lamps are 17" tall and have molded, full color plastic shade.
I've enclosed a check or money order for
_.
($10 ea. ppd.)

Check payable to Colt 45 light. No cash or starnps.
Narne

Address----------------City
State
ZiP-~
Mail to Colt 45 Light, The National Brewing Company,
Box 1800, Baltimore, Maryland 21203 .
This offer void where prahiblled by law.

-----...l
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The Rhodes Quartet will play
Applications are now available
at the International Ball, Nov. 7 at for any interested students of a
the Civic Auditorium.
sophomore status or higher, for
The ball is sponsored by the the Air Force ROTC year
International Center, and beginning September 1970.
semi-formal or formal dress will Testing is being scheduled
be worn. Admission for members immediately and all applications
is $1.50 per person, $2 for UNM must be completely processed by
students and $2.50 for March 1970, Interested students
non-students.
may pick up applications at the
The dance will run from 8 p.m. Air Force ROTC building, Bldg.
until 12:30 a.m. Ticketu are being Y-1. For information call
sold at the Office of International 277-4502.
Services and at the International
Center.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
WHERE: .Joumalism Building. Room
RATES: 7o per word, 20 word mini159, afternoons preferably or mail.
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
run five or more consecutive days with
Classified Advertising
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
UNM P.O. Box 20
per word and the minimum number of
Albuquerque, N .M. 87106
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be made in fuU prior to insertion of advertisement.

DO YOU BITE your nails? Would you
like to stop? A limited number of people are being accepted in an experiment
to stop nail biting, Under the auspices
of UNM Psychology Dept. Call Mr.
Stephen, 277-2103 for appointment. 11/6
SHOP for your Christmas gifts at the
SHIRE LEATHER SHOP. Pants, skirts,
shirts, vests. NE corner of Edith and
Candelaria. 11/4
DEADLINE for inserting classified 3:30
p.m.-will go in next day's Lobo.
69 MlRAGE are now on sale for $5-rm.
205, .Journalism Bldg.
YEAR-OLD registered Deagle biteh to
give away. 344-8306.
Sand and Sun in OLD TOWN is your
hc-.ndquarters for groovy Leather Pants,
Fringe Jackets, Fringe Vests, and
Fringe Handbngs. 243·7909.
SENIOR-Be oure nnd have your class
l,icture taken for the Mirage. No charge
-thr~ poses, three prints. Call 277.0743 to schedule it at your convenience.
GUAYMAS-SAN CARLOS: Trip planned
by ALBUQUERQUE SCUDA DIVERS
during Christmas nnd semester breaks.
Interested 'l Come to our next meeting,
Friday, November 7, 7 P.ll!., Hospitality
Room of First National Bank BuildingEast, or call 842-9210. 11/7

2)

Wednesday, Navembet• 5
McDQnneU Douglas Corporation, DougJan Aircraft Company-ChE, CE, Computer Sci. EE, Engr. Mechani~, Gen,E.
Ind.E,, Mfg.E., Math, ME, Metallurgical
E, Physics
Chicago Bridge & Iron Company-ME,
EEl, CE, ChE (BS, MS, PhD)
Texas InS~truments Ineorporated-IE,
EE, ME, ChE, Metallurgical E. (BS, MS,
PhD)
Haskins & Sells-Accounting
:Ptirroughs Corpora.tion-Busincss Administration, Accounting
State Highway Commission of KansasCE (BS, MS)
Hughes Tool Company-ME, CE, IE
(BS)
.
Ernst & Ernst-Accounting (BBA,
MBA)
Thursday, November 6

RODGERS & CO. INC.
2615 Isleta Blvd. SW

Phone 877·1 034

Incorporated-IE,

EE, ME, ChE, Metallurgical E. (BS, MS,
PhD)

OKIE'S

you

can't find
Anywhere, ,
.esye~i,ally at such a rea- '
/ soqab,le price.
'
'
Take a trip to

104 BEER

'

every Wed. 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Central At University

now you can SEE
anything you want

STUDENT DISCOUNTS. Playboy, American Astrology, Art News, all major
magazines. Sec American Bank of Commerce in SUB for subscriptions from
UNM student representatives. 11/5

LOST & FOUND

APACA INC.
MOVING & STORAGE
Global Van Lines Agent
All Types Moving &: Storage
Moving Is Our Only Business

For Free Estimates
Call 255·6364

SERVICES

RENT-A$1.oo a day
Free Pick Up And Service
No Depooit
Lower Monthlv Rate

Buck's 2~ 5 ~entals

TYPING SERVICE: theses, term papers,
dissertations. Reasonable rates. Doris
.J ack.son 296-2548. 11/6
LOVING CHILD CARE, day or night.
My home-4909 Glendale Rr., NW. 2420439. 11/7

Color Available

LOOK

FORSALE

LIGHTBULBS on sale by Phi Delta Theta!
Will deliver. L<!t the Phi Delts light
your way. 24 3-0066.
MARTIN 0-18 gnitar with soft shell case,
e.~ceUent condition. $180. 277-5468. ll/6
1961 CHRYSLER NEWPORT. Great con·
dition, air conditioning, 2 spkr. radio.
344-3654 after 4 pm.
FOR SALE: 1942, 45 Harley Davidson
with extended front end. custom seat,
bar and tank set up. Top end recently
Worke-d over. Needs a rew very minor
:iobs done. $218, Owner also is looking
for .a. Hatley rigid frame for a 74 ..
Phone 277-5011 Grant after S p.m. Mon-

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
6901 Lomas N.E. ·268-6848
5810 Menaul N.E. 268-4147

USTA1t1UNT~

ARLO GUTHRIE oo§:~

slarnng
COLOR by DeLuxe

.

LOBO
. 265-4759

$1.25

Suddenly SH was caught·
up in a whirlpool of desires.
Would HE take her

ALL

He made evil an art ..

THE WAY

DOWN
"Der biggest name in
Hot Dogs"

~imciE9s

plus previews of
SANDIA PEAK
TAOS
ANGEL FIRE
PURGATORY
Civic Auditorium
Saturday, Nov. 8, 7:30 PM

WAC council president, Wiles Hallock,
the action of Wyoming coach Lloyd
Eaton in the recent dismissal of 14 athletes
from the football squad, BSU member
Barbra Brown reported to the Senate last
night.
Miss Brown was one of two black
students sent to a meeting of students at
Ft. Collins, Colorado this week to discuss
"the racist policies set by B.Y.U." The
student delegations from WAC member
schools also attended the WAC council
meeting being held in Denver this week to
attempt to make a presantation.
In other action, Senate approved
funding bills for the men's ski team, the
sport parachute club, and the
Engineer's Joint Council; passed a '
resolution concerning thefts in the I·
P.E. locker rooms, and set up next
week's meeting as an "open
forum" to discuss a proposed SDS
sponsored, ASUNM funded, book
co-operative.
"In a private meeting Halleck
said he was in favor of Eaton's
decision, and was not in favor of
dropping Brigham Young
University from the WAC," said
Miss Brown.
:·
"He said he felt the athletes
were dismissed not because they
were black, but because they
broke a rule, and he was not sure
the players constitutional rights
were abridged," said Miss Brown.
The WAC council voted early
in their convention to prohiJ>it all
student delegations, other than
one from U. of Arizona which had
applied for time previous to the
meeting, from making a
presentation. They also issued a
statement saying "they were not
in a position to review individual
requests for review of the
Wyoming controversy because the
case was now in federal litigation. ·
"They said they did this on
legal advice," said Miss Brown.
"The presentation made by
University of Arizona spokesman
Gale Dean concentrated on the
fact that there were no blacks in
decision making process at the
WAC meeting, but decisions made
by the council would be binding
on black students," said Miss
Brown.
Dean asked that individual
athletes be allowed to decide
whether or not to play in games
against BYU, she said.
ASUNM monies for the first
~cks

'""'JlLL~

MISCELLANEOUS

Thursday, November 6, 1969

Student Senate··

GIRL OR GUY to sew clothe!. Shire
Leather Shop. NE corner o£ Edith and
Candelnria on the tmtio. 11/6

7)

Vol. 73

5250 Lomas Blvd. NE

EMPLOYMENT

6)

MEXICO
Blacks Protest WAC Council Actio n

Duhe Buggy Bodies
VW Parts-All Accessories

to interview candidates for positions:

Instruments,

NE\N

following

wm visit the Center

1968 HONDA SCRAMDLER 125--c>.ccllent
cond. 2 helmets. $325. 243-0846. 11/10

TUTORING: French-conversation and
101-102. After 4:30 and weekends.
842-9698. 11/5
IRONING-humane rates, pickup and delivery_ Bagworm and Washerwoman Ltd.
. 247-8737. 11/6

5)

•ona Divislon-EE, PhySICS ( BS, MS,
PhD) ME (liS, MS)
•
Union Cnrbide Cor_voration--Chemicals
& Plnstics Division-CitE, ME, EE & Organic Chemistry ( BS, MS)

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii\IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJII

Texas

.

1967 MUSTANG. 12,000 miles. Like new
298-4878. See anytime. Mel Daniels. 11/11

FOUND: leather case with key on lawn
outside Snrn Reynolds Hall. morning of
Oct. 28. 842-1359.
LOST Wed. night in the liiliVersity area:
black, female kitten with olive green
eyes, about six months old. No collar.
Reward. 842-5418.
LOST: NOTEBOOK, MATH 265. Please
caU Dava Thomas, 242-6424. Reward.
11/10

3)

Recruiters representing the

companies or agencies

.

Goodyear Aerosv~ce Co~poratlon, Ar1•

Recruiting U

day through Thursday and Sunday afternoon.
USED 1969 BMW 2002. White with blue
interior. 18,000 miles; very good eondi...
tion. Contaet Gerhard Motors, 255·5549.
'65 PLYMOUTH FURY III, 383. Loaded.
New tires. $1250. 243-7168.
1967 Dodge Monnco, four door hardtop.
$1750. 243-0315. 11/7
200 USED TV's. all styles. Save today.
441 Wyoming NE, 255·5987. 11/27
ROYAL
STANDARD
TYPEWRITER,
$60, 620 Santa Fe, SE, before noon.
Bruce Moffitt. 11/6
PERFECT GTO. 1968 auto, beautiful white
with white, new 6 ply Po]yg]ass. Must sell,
near wholesale, before Fri. 265-358(;. E><t.
237. 11/6

PERSONALS

ministration (BBA)
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AFROTC

International Ball
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For Adults

Stud9nb $1.50
12,05 3111 C.ntrat HE
1:25
2:45
4:05
5:25

'i

semester total 121,182, said ASUNM
Treasurer Steve Terry last night. "We have
an excess of 17,000 to work with in the
reserve fund after considering money
already allocated."
'l'he figures officially compiled, Senate
was free to allocate money to individual ·
organizations.
They approved $801 to support the
men's ski team, $500 to support the sport
parachute team, and $930 to the
Engineer's Joint Council. A request from
the UNM cheerleader's for $500 for
expenses during the basketball season was
referred to the newly re-formed Rally
Committee for their recommendation.

NEW MEXICO LOBO
ClASSIFIEiD ADVERTISING
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

I
I
I
1st
Coli
I
I
SPECIAL RESEAL SERVICE
I
I
Remove,
Dismantle,
and
Thorough
Inspection
I
Regular $28 service now $19.95 for University I
and staff. This coupon also entitles stu·
1.. $19.95 students
dents and staff to a special discount on all parts I
.I with this ad and .service.
I
• One Day Service
I
I.
• Free Customer
• Budget
(W.A.C.)
I
service all types of automatic and standard transmissions.·~
I We
Differential and clutch work available.
I
Hours: 7 a.m.-6 p.m. daily
I
7 a.m.-1 p.m·. Satordalf
I
1805 Lomas N.E.
I
I
1242-5211]
I

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 wards)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
ClASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ---TIMES STARTING-~-

Towing

Terms

·'

.. ---------- -·

ENCLOSED $•---~

PlACED BY~.----------

Police
Break Up
Cambridge
Anti-War
Picket Lines

No.38

· WAC Council
6

DENVER - UPI -The Western Athletic
Conference (WAC) council abruptly ended
its meeting Wednesday afternoon after a
scheduled session was disrupted by a group
of black students protesting doctrines of
the Mormon Church and WAC policies
relating to the issues .
WAC Commissioner, Wiles Hallock, said
the council would not take "hasty or
drastic action," and announced the council
would "resume its deliberations in the near
future at another time and place." A
Wednesday afternoon WAC news
conference was cancelled.
'
Refuse to Leave
WAC officials said the group of about

CAMBRIDGE, MASS- (UPI)
Riot-equipped police wielding night-sticks
waded into 300 retreating anti-war
demonstrators today after breaking up their
picket lines in front of Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) war-related
laboratory.
Several persons, including two newsmen,
were hurt as police clashed with the
demonstrators. One person was arrested.
The picketing was organized by the
November Action Coalition (NAC), an
umbrella group of several militant student
organizations.

40 students walked into a hotel meeting
room at the Cosmopolitan Hotel just prior
to a scheduled session and refused to leave,
The students eventually were given a
meeting room in the hotel and all but two
of them left the WAC session.
The spokesmen said the council recessed
its meeting, the two students left, and the.
meeting reconvened for about an hour and
then was recessed indefinitely.
Chuck Campbell, chairman of the
steering committee of the Black Student
Alliance at the Denver Center of the
University of Colorado, said after the
incident the WAC officials would not deal
with them.
"No Negotiations"
"We see that the WAC is not
willing to negotiate," Campbell
said. "They are not willing to
listen to reasonable demands by
black people.
"They are no longer interested
in working with black people."
The council, meeting in Denver
since Monday, has been plagued
throughout by questions
stemming from a black student
protest against Brigham Young
University (BYU)~ operated by
the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints (Mormon).
Hear Protest
Tuesday, WAC officials heard a
protest from representatives of
the Black Student Alliance at the
University of Arizona who urged
that BYU be ousted from the
conference because of the "racist
doctrine of the Mormon Church."
Campbell said Wednesday
afternoon his group planned to
participate in setting up "a
communications network" to
distribute what he called the "real
issue."
Among those issues, he said,
were questions relating to
suspensio.n of BYU, black
students' protests against
conference practices,
reinstatement of black students
suspended at the University of
Wyoming, more opportunity for
black athletes, and a reprimand of
football coach Lloyd Eaton, who
suspended 14 black athletes for
wearing black armbands in a
meeting.
The protest of Negro players at
Wyoming was the most recent
outbreak of black student
criticisnl against the Provo, Utah
school.

MIT's Instrumentation Laboratory is
situated. They drove the demonstrators back
and forced them to retreat into a nqrrower
side street.
The demonstrators, picketing in a cold,
driving rain, hurled obscenities at the police,
but made no overt move toward them- The
police phalanx closed with demonstrators,
policemen broke line and began swinging
nightsticks.

Several Injuries
Cambridge City Hospital said "several"
persons were taken to the emergency room
for treatment. On Monday, a superior court
Didn't Request Police
judge issued a restraining order prohibiting
Though police struck two days after MIT the action coalition from occupying MIT
was granted a court order against an NAC buildings or facilities. Upon confrohtation, a
attempt to head off violence on the campus, police lieutenant told the militant youths
a Cambridge police spokesman said MIT did they faced charges of unlawful assembly ~nd
arrest if they did not disperse. ·
not request police action.
UPI reporter Richard Gaines and Boston
_ ''We made the decision to move in
because the situation warranted," the police Globe reporter Parker Donham were hit by
police· after they were cornered between
official said.
About 200 policemen, a f~w carrying buildings. Both wore blue press arrrtbands
rifles, marched down Osborn Street where and infonne d the police they were newsmen.
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